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HONDA EU32i SINGLE-
PHASE GENERATOR

3,2KVA INVERTER
REMOTE CONTROL

STAGE V 
        

   

Product price:  

2.548,36 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

HONDA EU32i SINGLE-PHASE GENERATOR 3,2KVA INVERTER REMOTE CONTROL
STAGE V 

HONDA EU32i single-phase generator is gilded with GX130 StageV engine powered by
Gasoline, capable of delivering a maximum power of 3.2 KVA, super quiet thanks to the inverter
provided.

HONDA EU32i is small in size and thanks to the handle located above the machine body, make
the generator perfect for transport and easy placement during periods of inactivity. All the
materials used for the manufacture of HONDA EU32i, are of first choice, offering and guarantee
to the customer a tested and proven product at a really convenient price.

Thanks to the electrical stabilizer of the Inverter technology that works at very low distortion, the
generator delivers constant current loads without voltage peaks that could damage electrical and
electronic devices. Another advantage of the inverter is that it works with variable engine speed,
according to the need for current to be delivered, optimizing the best fuel consumption, gas
emission and wear of mechanical parts. This product is ideal for use in campsites, campers and
for outdoor leisure time.

The HONDA EU32i generator is equipped with an ECO-acceleration function that automatically
adjusts the engine speed according to the load. Thanks to this function, the group is able to
guarantee an incredible autonomy under low loads and to deliver considerable power when the
load becomes demanding.

Thanks to the low acoustic impact obtained thanks to the inverter and the ECO-acceleration
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function, it is possible to use the generator even in environments where particularly loud noises
cannot be accepted, such as: historical centers, hospitals, schools, gyms, etc.

The HONDA EU32i can be connected to a smartphone via a Bluetooth connection by means of
the Honda application for smartphones "My Generator" to be used exclusively with Honda
generators equipped with Bluetooth technology.

The application is capable of performing the following functions:

• Allow you to stop the engine remotely
• Change the eco-acceleration system remotely
• Allows you to view the power output level and remaining fuel level, etc.
• Receive error and maintenance alerts

Technical specifications HONDA EU32i

Phase type: Single-phase
Continuous Power: 2.6 KVA / 2.6 KW
Maximum Power: 3.2 KVA / 3.2 KW
VAC voltage: 230 V
Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage regulator: INVERTER
Starting panel: Manual recoil starter
Engine: GX130 4-stroke
Emissions standard: Stage V
RPM: Variable
Fuel supply: Petrol
Tank capacity: 4.6 l
Acoustic pressure: 91 dB (A)
Length: 596 mm
Width: 306 mm
Height: 452 mm
Net weight: 26.5 kg
Current A: 11.3
Displacement: 130
Autonomy: 3.30 h

Inverter technology: HONDA EU32i series generators usually incorporate inverter technology,
which offers a more stable and cleaner power delivery. This makes them suitable for sensitive
electronic foods such as computers and electronic devices.
Honda 4-Stroke Engine: HONDA EU32i generators are often equipped with 4-stroke engines,
which are known for their efficiency and reliability. These engines are also designed to reduce
emissions and fuel consumption.
Quiet: EU generators are known for their relatively quiet operation compared to some other
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generators. This is especially useful in situations where noise level is an important consideration.
Portable and compact: The HONDA EU32i series usually includes portable and compact
models that are easy to transport and store. These generators are suitable for both domestic and
commercial uses.

Carburetor efficiency: Honda HONDA EU32i generators are designed to be fuel efficient,
offering long hours of operation on a moderate amount of fuel.

Are you looking for product with different technical characteristics? HERE you can find the area
dedicated to Honda generators or other specialized brands

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision.

  

Product features:  

Phase: Single phase
Maximum power single phase (KW): 3.2
Continuous power single phase (KW): 2.6
Maximum power single phase (KVA): 3.2
Continuous power single phase (KVA): 2.6
Fuel: Gasoline
Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Sockets configuration: 2 x 230V 16A 2P+T CEE
Engine: Honda GX130 4-stroke
Emissions Regulations: Stage 5
Engine rpm (rpm): Variable
Speed governor: Electronic
Ignition: Recoil
Starting system: Pull starter
Cooling: Air
Fuel tank capacity (L): 4.6
Acoustic pressure: 91 dB(A)
Length (mm): 596
Width (mm): 306
Height (mm): 457
Dry weight (Kg): 26.5
Silenced: Yes
Super silenced: Yes
ATS Switch device : No
Voltage regulator: Inverter
Engine manufacturer: Honda
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